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Occupations and Social Mobility in the'United States

Jobholding is the principal activity by which adults gain their

livelihood in the United States. It also leads to a generally recognized

Social ranking of the population. The connection between occupations and

.

the hierarchies of occupational entry.requirementa and rewards are per
..:

V .

ceived accurately by the public. Indeed, any small number
s

o, f notmal

adults can rank the social standing of occupations with great reliability.

The pervasiveness of jobholding, the btability of, occupational requisites

and rewards, and the consensus on occupational social standing combine to

make occupational incumbency the.best single indicator of socials standing

and occupational change the beat single indicator of social mobility, ,

Of course, neither occupational rank nor any other single piece of .infor

mation'accurately represents the degree of wealth, power, or esteem which

each of us enjoys. It is easy to think of exceptional cases., like.the

longshoreman who was a respected and influential social critic, or the
4

wealthy financier whose ideas would be regarded as eccentric foolishness

by most people._ But the fact that these are exceptions serves to emphasize

the point.

In treating occupational mobilipr as an index of social mobility,

we are not mainly interested in month to month or even year to year job

changes, but rather-in the life -long processes which relate one's occupa

tional position to the circumstances of'.one's upbringing, schooling., and

career beginnings. From two large surveys, carried out by the 11-.S. Bureau

of the Census in 1962 and again in 1973; it is posOble to measure the

00.
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occupational mobility of U.S. men from generation to-generation. Un-,

fortunately, there are no large and detailed surveys of, the occupational ,

k

mobility of American women, but the available data suggest that most of
.

the findings about men also apply to women who-work.

2

r

Table 1 sh ws the mobility of adult U.S. men from the, occupations

of their fathers (or other family heads) when they were about 16 years
/

pfd to the occupations they-field in March 1962 or March 1973. The five

broad categories of occupation in the table can be ranked from high to

low in the order given according to the average incomes and educational.

levels of their incumbents. Two findings are obvious from the table,

First, occupational positions tend to persist across generations in the
4

United States, but there is also. a great deal of occupational mobility.

Tiere has been a general movement out of .farming, and elsewhere-there is
. .

`considerable movement up and down'the social scale. About two-thirds of

-,, the ions of white-collar workers gain white-collar jobs, but so do'30 to,

40 percent of the sons of, manual workers. At the same *time 30 pexcentor

more of the sons of white-collar workersend up in manual or farm occupa-

tions. As one can. see by comparing the occupationaldistributionF of gpns

and their fathers in either 1962or 1973, there is more upward than down-
.

ward mobility- across generations. In 1973, 49 percent were upwardly mobile

and 19 percent were downwardly mobile,. and in 1962 We corresponding- figures

were 49 percent upwardly mobile and 17 percent downwardly mobile.

The second main finding in Table l'is that the results of the 1962

and 1973 surveys are so mucti;a4ker. There are essentially no differences

between the mobility patterns of U.S. men in 1962' and in 1973. -In 'a sense

4
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this is to be expected, for ciccupational mobility' is portrayed here as

a life-long process,'and most of the cohorts of men in the labor force -

in 1962 were still working in 1973.
-4

.

While mobility'patterns have been stable in the total population,

there have been marked changes in mobility patterns within the black

population., Table 2 shows the intergenerational mobility-of adult black
-

'men in 1962 and in 1973.; In -1962 there was little relationship betweeri

the occupational position'of a black man-and that of his father (or other-

.

family.head). As among whites, there was aimassive shift away from farm

occupAions: In other cases black men born at the bottomofthp occupa-
,

tional hierarchy stayed at the bottom, and even those feW born into white-
.. .

collar families were mainly destined to enter lower manual occupations.. A.

es
comparison between the ..ables for black men ana.for all men (mainly whites)

.
. .

in 1962 suggests that black men were subjected to a perverse form orequality

-of opportunity in the world of work. :While the persistence dY occupational
' ),

standing across generations is a form of socially inherited advantage which

many persons might wish to reduce, this advantage was enjoyed by the white

but not the black population.

By 1973 the mob'ility table for,black men was more like that of all

men than it had been p decade earlier. Mobility. to-whit-5-apllni Occupa-

Lions was more prevalent among the sons of farmers and;manual workers,

and the sobs of white-collar workers showed a tendency to enter white-collar

work which-was intermediate between that of.black men in 1962 and that

of all men in 1962 slr 1973. These changes in occupational mobility

occurred-mainly, but not entirely, among the young black men who entered

. the .r16or force between 1962 and 1973. P . "

0 401
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These mobility trends can be described in more detail using a

measure of.sotus ,persistence. Each 6F' the several hundred occupa-

tions
100,

tions identified by the U.S, Bureau of the Census was assigned a statuS

.

score, (ranging from 0 to 96), which is an average of the schooling and

income of
0
men.in the occupation. Table 3 shows thenumber of units of

status of a man's occupation associated with a one unit change in the

social standing of his father's occupation for black and white men

at several ages in 1962 and i973.- Among white men a unit of the

status of father's ,.occupation was associated with about 0.4 units of

current occupational status, regardless of age or the'year pf the

N'b survey. This level of status persistence across generations, is far

-.

from complete, but it is also fully two- thirds as strong as the

association of a man's occupational status with the length of his

schooling. Among white men, the association between thestatuses of

fathersand sons may have, decreased slightly from 1962 to 1973, except

atages 55"to i4. The largest decreases occurred at younger ages,

gooin 1973 there was a direct relationship between ageand the

persistence of occupational status among white men.

4 ,

Among blacks there was a marked increase in status persistence

4"
at every age. At ages 25 to 34 an 1973 the degree of status persistence

was greater among black than among white men, and in 1973 there wes

an inverse relationship between age and status persistence among
4 A

black men that contrastsswitivthe opposite pattern among white men.

Pus, it appears that black and white men are converging in the

degree to which their social standing is associated with that of their

fathers.

I p
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_Father's occupational status is not the only background factor

which affects a man's own occupational standing. Table 4 shows-the

effects of several social backgrouifil variables on the occupational..

status of,white and black men in 1962 and 1973. these effects are

less than the associations in Table 3 becausethey have been statis

tically freed of-correlation with the other backgroun-d-variAles. In

the majority population.,(white and other) the effects of each social
.

background variable were similar in 1963 and in 1973. A unit of

,

father'sioccupational status was worth about a quarter of a. unit

of son's occupational status, and a year pf father's schooling was"

worth .87 units of son's occupational Status. Each additional

sibling'in .he family of orientation reduced a man's o§cupational
4

standing by an average of more than a unit, and .growing up in a-

broken family handicapped a man by 2.5 to 3 units of,o4cupational

status. Finally, farm backgrdand (having a father who farmed)

reduced a man's occupational status by 5 or 6 units.

Excepting famorigin, each of the social background variables

pl had a much smaller effect on the, occupational standing of black men

than on that of majority Men in 1962. Notably, neither a 'highly

educated nbr a high status father was much of an advantage to a

black man, and neither growing up in a large family nor in a

I

broken family imposed as large a handicap as among white men. By

,

1973 each of the effects (except that of farm background) had increased.

i

substantially among black men, and-here as in the mobility tables

the data suggest gowipg similarity between the races. It is

paradoxical that colnvergence in processes -of achievement between the

t_
[
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black and white populations may come about'by the development of,more

. a

.inequality'of opportunity within the black population.

It is a, matter of controversy whether schools impart general or

job-specific skills and attitudes which lead to occupAtional.k success

or whether they serve merelSas certifying agencies in relation Ao

the job market., In any event the lAgth of schooling -has; an increas-

ingly powerful effect on,a man's occupational:standing, and schooling

-----
plays an important part in'bAnging about the effects of social.

background on occupation4 standing. Thus, our ideas about fairness

in the allocation of persons' to jobs rest in large part on the rela- :

tionship between schoolifig and occupations.-

Most of the effects of social background on occupational standing

can be explained by the facts that mell with advantaged backgrounds

stay in school longer, and men with more schooling gain higher

status jobs. Table 5 shows the influence of schooling and social

background on occupational'status. Among white and black men and

bothin 1962'and 1973 the effects of social background variables

en occupational standing fall to small, and in some cases

negligible, vaillet once the effects of those variables through

schooling have been taken into account. For example, comparing

Tables.4 and 5, amongmajoeity men,in 1973 the length of schooling

. 7

accounts for 40.percent of the influence of fathees occupational'

status on son's status, for 80 percent of.the effect of number of

siblings, and for 70 percent of the:effect of -farm origin. Controlling

. .

. the length of schooling actually reverses the effects or father's%

- schooling and broken family. It is not an accident that -the. effect

of fathe'r's occupational status is least well explained by the length
1

4
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of schooling, and this suggegfs that there is an element.of, job.

.

.,

inheritance in the persistence of otcupaeional st
/

nding a6ross

, -....

generations. ` , i

/....

Among white men the.effect ora Year of schoolibg on the status

of occupations is large and increasing: 3.6 units in '1962 and 4.3

units,in1973. The occupational teturns'to-schooling have been much

lower among black than among white men,but they are increasing
A.

* ,

,

rapidly. Ayear of schodt was worth almost three times as much

- in occupational status to a white mamas to a black'man in 1962,but

AO.

it was worthonly about one and one-half times-as much in 19.73. \

Still, an additional year of schooling was worth far more to a

t.

/

white an in 1962 than to a black in 1973. -

,

)

In these results the association between schooling and occupational
. .. .

statushas heen freed of the correlation brought about by the effects

of social badkgroUndon both'those variables. As measured here,

social.bAckground.accounts for 10 to 15 percent of the association

between schooling and occupational status among,black and 'mite
f..

. .

men, but other social and psychological variables may account

for mcre Of this. relationship. Unfottunately, there-arema-national,

baseline measurements,-let alone time series measurements of the .

importance of,such a broader array of variables.

4

The changing effects of schooling on occupational standingare

,-
worth closcx-examination: Take 6 show's the influence- of a year of

.
,

schooling on occupational status'(controlling social background) among

black and white men by age in 1962 and,973. This,tablereinforces

the impression that occupational returns to schooling are on the

increase, and especially among blacks. ,First, at any given age

GP 9
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the effect of sciiooling on occupationaf status- as larger in 1962 than

.1 o .' . 0

in 1973. The absol.ute increases over the dedade' were greater among
. ., .

o.

or,
1.) ,

black men.than among-whit,e nen at ages less ehan SS, giving riseto

'

a sharp cross-sectional age gradient in occupational effects-"of

. schooling among black men. Second, the effect of schooling on. the

status.of a rijan's first civilian job was larger in eack successive

cohort ofLack and white men. One striking piece of evidence of

increasing occupational returns ,to schoolingaMong,bfack Men is in

thecomparison of first-and current occupations in the 1973 data.

.Among all but the...oldest white men the effect of'schooling bn.the.--
x. r ,

.stens of the-firstjob was greater than its effect on' the 'status
. .

4

4

of dip ,current, occupation; in the same three, cohorts of black men
r

the effect of ,:schooling was great4r at the later point in the

=
C

The trend of social mobility depends on the interactions of. .

inequalities of, opportunity with dem ographic growth and replacement
4 ..

)

processes and with the grotqth and distiibution of occupational and

edticational opportunities-throughout 'Socety. Table 7 shows averages

of occupational status and schooringthat indicate changes in the,.
_ . .

.

opportur4ties o -black and white men. :(The parenthetical entries .

.- .
A , .. 1 e

-..

'

are measure of Variability, 'the standard deviation; roughly kwo-thi-Os

of the men arc within one standard deviation of the average.) Both

in 3.9,62 and en-19273--whlte-men-ha-d-higher-leveIs of-occupational--
4

standing and schooling than-didbEack men, but also in both years

the fatigrs of'white men had higher occupational status and more

years Of schooling. Both in 1962 and in 1973 white men had more

/

4 'N
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schooling than their fathers (bythree or

e

more additional years),

.

and they held-higher status jobs (by 11 or Ore.statui unis). Oxen,

'.. ' the decade there were smaller, but
..iit signif ic t increases n occupational

. .. . 1

'' status, schooling, and sodipl background among white melt.

.*
.1. ,

111.

In 1962 black men shad baited `little in.pccupatiomal staffs /
.

.
.

.
, .

relativeA thbir 'fathers, depsiee.the fact that they had an average
'

.-
1 . . .of,2- more years of schooling than their gathers. By' 1973 both the > .
.. ,

4
.

,.occupational standing and schooling Of black men. ad' incepased ,, 4

1,, /i 'dramatically, and so hack the occupatiowal and educational Standing, /
,

0 ..4 . ' 4 V
0 ."

4 0 .'
of back met relative to their fathers. In 1973 the occupations of

.
e

/black men
,

were'almost 10 units higher in status than those of their., .*

I
. .' .

, . - :-. .fath4rs-"; And they had 3.5 Years more of schooling than ,their.fathers.._4 4.4 y. '. 1 %.k .4' .0

Thus, firom theAarly 1960s to 'the early 19763 black blen7gained

,

subistantially in social standing, and they began to experience the,

'intergeperati6nal gain's, in status whiCh had earlier characterized

white men.

These chariges in saciarstandAng among white and black men ate
.

related to processes of schooling and Status persistence across

generation Table 8 shows, the extent .to which Cbanges,in social
,P'
. .

background and schooling account for shifts in occupational status.

'Betvideri.1962 and 1973 black men i4 the labor force gained An avera ge

of 8 occupational status units. .,Only,13 percent of this change could

be explained'by the changing social origins of black men who,were

'-in thelabor force in 1973 relative to black meh a decade earlier;

More than half of'the gain in. occupational status couldbe explained-

by the higher levels Of schooling of black men 'in 1973;.and,the

t .

e.

4.
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remaining quarter of the chap, some two status units, was a gain

in the occupational standing of black men with similar social

background and s chooling.
.

. 0

'While the Tesic tual gain in status among blacks may seem small',

' mayb e'
.

.

it compared'With an actual status losi among white mbn.-'

Changes'in schooling alone would nearly account for the 3.3 unit

gain in OccupaLogal status among white men between 1962 and 1973

and changes in social background would account for more than one-
-

\-__
..

, c

.

0/,
_half of the observed status-gain. Consequently; lite men with *.

the same social background and scho ling held lower status jobs in
, ' 4 ..

1973 than ip 1962. Pafadoxically, this change in the occupational'

s

,0

status level associated with a given levelko? schooling has occuri*ed

at the same time that the occupational status.gain asseeiated'W/ th'

.J

each additional year of schooling has increased.;
4

4 .

The difference between the occupational-status of White and

,

blafk men fell from 21.5 6 .units between. 1962%#nd 1971'. Table
,

..
. .

,,.. .

9 shows' that this modest gain of b
,

lack men relative to whites was - .

. , I
l',,

1 .

/

4.

..

. lk

.

s.

'

1

due, in./its entirety to the increased schooling of bla4s relative to Os

. whites. Di&dvantages of social background cost black %en about 8

;
.

. status
0

uhits'in 1973 as in 1962, and the effect ,of race beyond that

A A
. 'of schooling and social , g ackground was about six points in both yeans.

...
,

, , N.,

. At, sameame time the differential in schooling between the races
. .

narrowed.to imply an occupational status differential of'onlY 2.5 units,
a ,'''..

A

in 1073; compared to nearly 8 units a.deCade earlier. If
..,

recent_

status gains continue within the black population, the passage of'time

.. , . .
. . ,

. .
will narrow the oontribution of-social the

,

racial gap ,

,,
.

ilrodcupational .standing.:Processes c&demographic replacemenc-carinot
- ,. . ': .

r

MN

1 9

91).
U
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similarly be relied upon to eliminate thew large and continuing racial

gap kn.-occupational standing-among white and black,men with the same

schooling and social background.

tl

4
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,

4
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Table 1. Mobility from Father's (or Other Family Head's)
Occupation. to Current Occupation: U.S. Men in the

Experienced Civilian Labor Force Aged 20 to 64'in 1962
and 1973

Year and father's

-occupation

1962

Upper white collar

LoWer white collar

Upper manual

Lowermanual

"Farm

Tot4

z

- 1973

Upper whitecollar

Lower.white collar
. .

Upper manual

---- Lower-manuaI-
.

Farm
..

Total

Son's current occupation'

Upper
white
collar

Lower
white
collar

Upper
manual

Lower
manual. ,Farm Total

53.8% 17.6% 12.5% 14.8% 1.3%- 100.0%

45.6 20.0r 14.4 18.3 1.7 100.0

28.1 13.4 27.8 29.5 1.2 100.0

20.3 12.3 21.6 43:8 2.0 100.0

1366 7.0 19.2 36,1 22..2'4'100.0

27.8 12.4 20.0 32.1 7.7 100.0

.

A.

52.0 16.0 11.8 17.1 1.1 100.0

42,3 19.7 15.3 21.9 0.8 100.0

29.4 13.0 27.4 '29.0 1:1 100.0

22.5 12 i:0 ---2:ri-dr 40.8 1.0 100:6 '.

-17.5 7.8 22.7 , 37.2 14.8 100.0f ,
29,9 12.7 21.7 31.5 4:1 100.0°

Column
percen-
tagi

16.5%

7.6

19.0'

27.5

29:4

100.0

418.2

9.0'

20.5

29.7

22.6

100.0.

r

Note: Data are from March 1962 and March 1973 Current-Population Sur?

Co

veys and Occupational Changes in a Generation Surveys., Occupa-

tion groups are upper white collar: professional, and kindied

workers and 'managers, officials and proprietors, except farm;

lower white collar: sales, clerical and kindred workers; upper

manual: craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers; lower manual:

Operatives and kindred workers, service workers, and laborers,

except farm; farm: farmers and farm managers, farm,laborers and
0

foremen.
ti
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Table .2. Mobility, from Father'g (or Other Family Head's)
Occupation to Current Occupation; -Black U.S. Men in the
Experienced Civilian Leaor-Farte Aged 20 td 64 in 1962.

and 1973

Son's current occupation

Upper
Year and father's white

occupation collar

'1962 ,

Upper white collar 10.47.
:..

Lower white collar 14.4

Upper manual 8.5

Lower manual 7..6

Farm 3.2

Total 5.9

1973

Upper white collar . 33.2

, Lpwer whitecollal 23.8

Upper manual .15.2

. Lower manual '12.4

Farm 5.6

Total 11.8

Lower
white
collar

Upper
manual

4

LPwer
manual. Farm Total

Column
percent
tage

10.3% 19.7% 59.6% 0,07. 100.0% 4.5%

13.5 0.0 72.1 0.0 100.0 1.9

9.7 10.4 67.9. 3.6 100.0 9.0'.
. e ' ,

8.0 10.8 71.4 2.3 100.0 37.2

3.3 7.0 , 66.7 19.8 100.0 47.4

6.1 9.1 68.3 10:6 100.0 100.0

',, 21.8 10:1 34.8 0.0 100:0 5.1

17.2 12.3 45.8. 0.'9 100.0 3.5

14.7 15.0 54.9 0.2 100.0 10.2

6,2 16.8 62.9 8.5 100.0 35.1

10.6 14.8 59.4 3.6 100.0 100.0

Note: Data are from March 1962 acid March 1973 Current Population Surveys

and Occupational Changes in a Generation Surveys. Occupation groups

are upper white collar: professional and kindred workers and

managers, afficials and proprietors, except farm"; lower white

collar: sales, clerical an4 kindred workers; upper manual:

craftsmen, fotemen and kindred workers; lower" manual: operatives

'and kindred workers, service workers, and laborers, except farm;

farm: farmers'and farm managers, farm laborers and foremen.
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fable . ,-Average Increase in the Socioeconomic Status of
A Man's Occupation Associated with a-Unit Increase.in the

Social Status of 'his Father's (or .0ther Family Head's).
Occupation: U.S. Men in the Experienced CiVilian Labor

Force by Age and Race,-1962 and 1973

Race and age 1962 1973

Slack, 25 to 64 .175 .383

.

25 to 34 .180 :429

35 to 44 , .252 .326
0

45 to 54 .103 .303

55 to 64 .168 .244

White and 6ther, 25 to 64- .461 .410

25 to 34 -.450'
o

'.373

-35 to 44 -4-69 .419

45 to 54 .467 .434 -

55 to 64
. :445 .458

_Voter Dita are from March 1962 and March 1973 Current Population

Surveys and Occupational Changes in a Generation Surveys.

Detailed 1960-basis'Census occupations are scaled. inpuncan's

socioeconomic index Yor occupations.

0
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,Table 4. _Effects of Social Background on Occupational
Status: U.S. Men Aged 25 to 64 in the Experienced Civilian

Labor FOrce-by Race, 1962 and 1973

Social background
variable

Father's occupational
status .067 ,286 v.200

1",..

Father's years of
-s-qho iti4144,g .: .563 .873 1.062

NuMber of siblings -.221 -1.097 -:513

Farm origin' -4.978 -5.949 -5.009

Broken family'. ' -.576 -3.245 -1;946

Black White and other Black

1962 1973

White and other

.249

.866

-1.266

4.,789

-2.472

Note: Data:are from'Marnh 1962 and Marsh 1973 'Cutrent population

;Surveys and Occupational Changes in a Generatitin slirveys-. Entries
° -

-are-t-Weion coefficients controlling all variables listed.

a
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- Table 5: Effects of Schooli4 and SQcial Background on
Occupational'Statusi U.S. Men Aged 25 to 64 in the

Experienced Civilian Labor Force by Race, 1962 and 1973

A A

Variable

'1962 i

Black
t

White and other Black

Respondent's years of
schooling, 1.272 3.5917 2.666

Father's occupational
status .046 .167 .1647

Father's years of
schooling .196 '.072 .293

Number of siblings ' -.112- -:242. -.322

jannaofigin -1.424 -3.000 -.286

..

Broken family .418 .576
--3g2'

.1973

White and other

.

,,

Notel-----Dara-afe-fromkarch 196a and March 1973 Current Population
\

Surveys

4.258

.153

-.112

4'

-:284

-1.399

-_-_______4_48__L,..____
____=-____: ___

4and Occupational Changes .1.n i-Geneintion Surveys. Entries are

regreision coefficients, controlling all variables listed.

6
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Table 6. Average Increase in the-Socioeconoinic Status Of a
Man's Occupation Associated with an Additional tear of
Schooling: U.S. Men in the Ekperienced Civilian L'abor

Farce by Age and Race, 1962 and 1973'

1962 survey 1973 survey

Current Current First
occupationsRace and age occupation .occupation

Black, 25 to 64 1.272 2.666 ,1.248

25 to 64 1.830 3.827 3.046

.

35 to 44. 1.153 3.487 3.0,08 --

. "

45 to 54 1.271 2.406 1.862

55 to 64 . 1.418
1

4-506 1.600'

_Witg_and_ottier,'25 to 64---- 3..597 4.258 4.517

° 25 to 34 4.435 4.897 5.257

35 to 44 3.978 . 4.430 4.816

,45 to 541 3.494 4.183 4.445

-

55 to 64 2:998 3.601 3.4/3

o

Note: Data are from March 1962 and March 1973. Current l!opula,tion Surveys

and Occupational-Changes in a Generation-Surveys. Occupations are
A

scaled in Duncan's sociIonomic index for occupations. Entries

are coefficients in regression equations controllinglathee.s

. ,

occupational status and years of schooling, farm origin, intact

family, and number of siblings.

e.

7
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Table 7. Average Levels of Father's and Son's Educational
Attainment and Occupational Status: U.S. Men, Aged 25 to

64 in the Experienced Civilian Labor Force_by Race, 1962
and 1973,

Variable

1962 1973

Black White and other Black, .White and, other

.Father's occupational
. Status

Son's occupational
.

status

Father's years of
schooling

Son's years of ,

16.2
(12.9)

17.8
-(15.2)

595
(3.82)'

7.94

(4.02)

28.1
(21.3)

'30.2

(24.4)

7.99

(3.90)

(3.43)

16.0

' (13.7)

25.8
(20.4)

, 6.54

(3.86)

10,02_
(3.54)

30.2 -

(22.6)

42.6
, (25.2)

8.59

(4.01)

_

, (346)

,. , ...

Note: Data are from- ..March 1962 and March 1973 Current Population Surveys
.._

and,,Occupational CHangeiin-a Generation Surveys. Oc-d-dpatdons are
,,..._

.

. .

'
scaied in Duncan's socioeconomic index. 'Mainentries are arfithmetic

. .
% ------;---

.

...._

lc means, and parenthetic entries $re standard deviations. In,pciffe--,--`
. ---

... , .

cases the "father's" education or occupation is that of a family.
\

, _

<,4

head other than the father.

O

ti

2 0
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Table 8. Sources of Change from 1962 to 1973 in the Status

of Occupations by Rate: U.S. Men Aged 25 to 64 in the'.

Experienced Civilian Labor Force

Black White. and -other '

Source of .
....-

change Change Percent ' Change Percent

Social background
0

13 1.86 ' 56 .

Education 4.68 59 3.07 9,2

.

Other , 2.25 28 -1.60 -48

Total Change 7.99 100 3.33 100

'Note: Data are from March 1962 and March 1973 Current Population

Surveys and Occupational Changes in a Generation Surveys.

Social backgrofind' includes father's occup#tional status and

-:';'years Of schooling, faim origin, number of'siblings, and

broken. family. Components cf change are based on a regression-

standardization procedure in which the 1973.regreSsion equatiOns
.

,

' fOr each race are applied to differences between 1962 and 1973

, , .

in average social background and education.
. '
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Table 9. Sources ,of Racial Differences in the Status of
Occupations in 1962 and 1973:' U.S. MenAged 25 to

'64 in'the Experienced Civilian Labor Force'.

Source of
difference

1962 1973

4

Difference .Percent Difference t* 'Percent

Social background

Education

Other

Total difference

8.04

7.90

"5.54

21.48

i.,

...

37

37

26

100

N.
8,37

2.55

5.90

16.82

50

15

35

100'.

tt

Note: Data are"from March 1962 and March 1973 Curxent Population

1

---- ---
Surveys and OCcupational Changes, in a Generation Surveys. Social

background includes father's occupational status and years of

schooling, farm origin, number of siblihgs,'and broken family.

Components' of change are based on a regression-sLmdardization

procedure in which the white regression equations in 1962 or

1973 are ariplied"to.differences between the races in average

. social background and education..

'2 2

4

4


